Infant symbol of the new year
Save a __ for your sweetheart at midnight
Make some noise to __-in the new year
Most people don't have to __ on New Year's Day
Watch the __ to know when it's time
Turn up the __ at the party
Bring your hats and games to the __
All the radio stations play the top __ of the year
A good time to visit friends and __
The baby-__ may charge you extra
Happens in __, but only in the northern hemisphere
The last major __ for several months
Marks the transition from December to __
Some cities feature __ in the streets to celebrate
Even the kids want to stay up __
Time to get a new __
The new year starts at __
Geographically, it's still only midnight in your __ __
College football teams play their __ __ on New Year's Day
Pop the corks and let the __ flow
What you do in the last few seconds of the year
Many people light noisy __ to celebrate the new year
Paternal figure who keeps the clocks moving
Make a new year's __ to make things better
The night before New Year's Day
Break out the pots and pans and other __
Famous New York location for celebrating the new year
Traditional new year's song: __ __ __

Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

Copy boxed letters to form your hidden message:
___________________________
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